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At the end of 1959, Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser began the construction of the Aswan High Dam; this was part of 
his plan to modernize Egypt. The High Dam would ensure that the water level of the Nile could always be stable, and it would 
provide the electricity supply for Egypt. Egypt has depicted this in countless ways on stamps. (See Images 1-4) 
 

 
Image 1: Egypt #365, Nov 23,1953. This first stamp of  
the Republic of Egypt shows how important electricity  
was for the country 

 
Image 2: Egypt #627-8, July 23, 1964.  Aswan High Dam 
being constructed (upper stamp) and finished (lower stamp) 

 
Image 3: Egypt #496-7, Jan 9, 1960. Architect’s  
drawings of the Aswan High Dam 

(cont’d on page 3) 
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From the Editor:   

 

 
When I received my latest issue of History Magazine, which I also 
receive highlights of on-line, I was surprised to note that 2019 is the 
60th anniversary of moving the monuments!  Shame on me for not 
remembering; when several members are mainly interested in 
Nubian Monuments and the UNESCO efforts to save them from 
complete destruction due to construction of the Aswan High Dam 
in the 1960s. 
 
The article in History Magazine actually mentions the stamps, 
though it states 30 countries issued stamps to bring attention to the 
plight of the monuments when actually there were 50, with all 
monies from the sale of First Day Covers going directly to the 
effort.  
 
You can find a list of many of the stamps on our website.  The list 
was made by Eileen Meier, the list I made my exhibit from was 
made for me by Jo Blakeley around 1988 and is the reason I joined 
the American Topical Association.   
 
How I got involved with Egyptian philately is a long story; selling 
stocks, buying a house and a stock market crash.  Suffice it to say, 
1987 was a memorable year with so much going on I did not know 
what was left until 1989.     
 
Since there are no longer many stamp shows in New York City next 
month I will (again) venture to the wilds of New Jersey (less than 
10 miles from NYC) to attend NOJEX.  If any members will be at 
that show, stop by the ATA table to see me.  I spend most of my 
time there but run around the dealers to pick up a few items for my 
collections.  Last year a dealer had a nice FDC for $200 but I was 
not sure I needed that particular one since that year is almost 
completely filled in.  When I got home I found I did indeed need 
that cover.  Since my cat’s medical bills took more than $4,000 I 
suppose I can afford the cover.   
 
Then all I will need is Portuguese Colonies, which are impossible to 
find from 1949.  I think only 4 people in each colony knew how to 
read and write and 3 of them worked for embassies and used the 
diplomatic pouch!   
 
Next year I will be attending the combined APS/ATA/ASDA 
show in Hartford, Connecticut; just across the Sound from where I 
live.  I’ll get half way there by ferry.  I like to shock people who ask 
when I will arrive at the show when I tell them I have to depend on 
the schedule of a boat.  Boat?  It’s my idea of a cruise and is very ice 
in August.  It saves me more than an hour in travel time rather than 
going through NYC. 
 
   

Caroline 

 
 

  



1959-2019: 60 years "Save the Monuments of Nubia" 

by Jos M Strengholt        (cont’d from pg 1) 
 

 

 
 
 
 
<<Image 4: Egypt #495, Jan 1,1959.  Electrcity 
production by the original Aswan ‘low’ Dam 
 
The downside of the construction of the dam was 
that the Nile Valley between Aswan and Wadi Halfa 
in Sudan would "fill up" and that the water level there 
would rise 60 meters. A huge “Lake Nasser" would 
eventually come into existence. (See Images 5-6)  This 
was a major problem! There were large numbers of 
Nubian villages in that area. The region also had 
countless monuments, ranging from pharaonic 
temples to early medieval churches with their frescos. 

 

 
Image 5: Egypt #1572, 
Dec 24, 1994.  As far as 
I know the only Egypt-
ian stamp showing Lake 
Nasser  

    Image 6: Laos #91a, Mar 8,1963. With a statue of Ramses II and a map of the area of Lake     
Nasser  and the villages about to disappear 

 

 
Image 7: Egypt #620, Feb 27,1964. 
Nubian resettlement  

Egypt provided a resettlement program for the Nubians who lost their homes; 
they got new apartments around Aswan - about which the Nubians are still 
very negative. (See Image 7)  
 
And UNESCO started a campaign with Egypt to save a number of important 
monuments. In the 1960s, many archaeological teams from various countries 
focused on scientifically describing and photographing monuments that could 
not be saved because they would disappear below the surface of the water. 

 

 
Image 8: Egypt #58,  
Jan 8, 1914.  

<<The temple of Ramses II when it stood undisturbed on the banks of the Nile 
 

What attracted most attention worldwide was the campaign to save Abu Simbel's temples from 
drowning. Those were the huge temple of Ramses II and the somewhat smaller temple of his 
wife Nefertari. (ca. 1250 BC)  
 

In 1914, Egypt issued the first stamp with an image of this temple of Ramses II; then that 
temple stood relaxed on the banks of the Nile. (See Image 8) As soon as the UNESCO 
campaign started at the end of 1959, Egypt issued a stamp with approximately the same image 
as the one from the 1922 stamp, but now threatened by the rising water. (See Image 9) 

 (cont’d pg 4) 
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1959-2019: 60 years "Save the Monuments of Nubia" 

by Jos M Strengholt         (cont’d from pg 3) 

 

 

<< Image 9: Egypt #493, Dec 22,  1959. 
Beginning of the UNESCO campaign for 
Nubia 
 
 
Interestingly, for the rescue of temples in 
the Nile Valley near Abu Simbel, a 25-
meter-high wall had to be constructed 
around those temples. The rescue started 
in 1964, when the water already rose after 
the dam had been completed in 1960. 

 

 
Image 10: The temples being deconstructed in 1964 
 
The large temple was 30 meters high, with four gigantic statues each 20 
meters high. Over a period of three years, the temples were cut to pieces 
by a consortium of construction companies and reassembled 65 meters 
higher and 260 meters inland. (See Images 10, 11 and 21) 
  

 
Image 11: The temples being put together 
again on safe ground beginning in in 1966 

                          
 

Image 21: Egypt #699, July 
23,1966. With cranes parts of 
both temples being lifted up to 
safe ground 

Image 12: Yugoslavia #646-7, Apr 7, 1962.  Ramses II 
(right)    and his wife Nefertari (left) 

 
 

.      Image 13: Fujeira Jan 27,  

       1966. Facade of the temple 

 (cont’d pg 5) 
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1959-2019: 60 years "Save the Monuments of Nubia" 

by Jos M Strengholt         (cont’d from pg 4) 
 

 

   
Image 14: Ghana #151, Nov         Image 15: Iraq #410, May 20, 
1,1963. Facade of the temple         1966, Facade of the temple 
 

 
This rescue project appealed to the imagination 
of the world in such a way that dozens of Arab, 
African and Asian countries issued stamps for it 
from 1962, often with a text that said something 
like "Save the monuments of Nubia”. (See 
Images 12-20) 

 

  
 
 

 
<<  Image 16: Upper 

Volta #C12-13, March 8, 
1964. Statue of Rameses 
II 
 
>>  Image 17: Nigeria 

#157-8, Mar 8, 1964. 
Rameses II and Nefertari 
about to drown 

 

  

 
 
 
 

 
Image 18: Kuwait #89-91a, Mar 8,1964. Rameses II at 
war; an image from his temple 
 

     
    Image 19: Libya C52a, Jan 1,1966. Protecting hands  
    around facade of the Temple of Rameses II.         

                
Image 20: Morocco #91-3 July 14 1963 & #C13 Oct 3, 1966. Kiosk of Traian, facade of temple of Ramses II, Rameses 
II (1 Dirham, 1966), Godess Isis in the Temple of Kalabsha  

 (cont’d pg 6) 
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1959-2019: 60 years "Save the Monuments of Nubia" 

by Jos M Strengholt          (cont’d from pg 5) 
 

 
Image 23: South Korea #410-1, Oct 1, 
1963. Facade of the temple 

 

 
Image 24: Monaco #479, June 3,1961. 
Statue of Ramses II about to drown 

 

Stamps are often a reflection 
of the political history of 
our world. In this case it is 
striking that especially the 
countries that were part of 
the "Movement of Non-
Aligned Countries" publish-
ed these "Save the monu-
ments of Nubia" stamps. 

Charismatic President Nasser played an important role in this movement that came into being in 1961, and it was perhaps 
in honor of him that many non-aligned countries printed stamps to participate in the UNESCO campaign to save the Abu 
Simbel monuments.  Some exceptions to this were for instance South Korea and Monaco. They were very ‘aligned’ but 
published ’Save the Nubian Monuments’ stamps. (See Images 23 and 24) 
 

 
 
What I find very striking is the Mini Sheet that Egypt issued in 
2017, to celebrate that the temples of Abu Simbel were 
"discovered" in 1817. (See Image 22)  In 1813 the British 
explorer Johann Ludwig Burckhardt saw them on his trek. In 
1817 the Italian Egyptologist Giovanni Battista Belzoni 
thoroughly examined them. But by saying that the temple was 
"discovered" in 1817, Egypt simply accepts a Western discourse. 
As if the Nubians who lived in the region, and many other 
Egyptians, did not know this temple. 

 
Image 22: Egypt #2184, Oct 21,2017. Temples of Abu 
Simbel ‘discovered’ in 1817 

 

At Aswan, on the island of Agilika just south of the Aswan High Dam, you can now admire the Kiosk of Trajian and 
another temple complex. The Roman emperor Trajian (emperor from 98-117 AD) is said to have had that kiosk built as a 
tribute to the pharaonic goddess Isis, but on a different island, Philae. This complex was also about to drown below Lake 
Nasser. This complex, and in particular the Kiosk, also appears regularly on "Save the Monuments of Nubia" stamps. (See 
Images 25-31) 
 

 
Image 25: Kiosk of Traian in its original location  
on Philae  

 
Image 26: Kiosk of Traian after being replaced to the  
island of Agilika  
      

(cont’d on pg 7) 
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1959-2019: 60 years "Save the Monuments of Nubia" 

by Jos M Strengholt          (cont’d from pg 6) 
 

 
Image 27: North Yemen #127-8, Mar 1, 1962. 
Kiosk of  Trajian 
 

 
Image 28: PDR Yemen#65, Sept 1, 
1971. The whole temple complex 
with the Kiosk of Trajian as 
removed to the island of Agilika 
 

 
Image 29: Qatar #49, Jan 
17,1965. Kiosk of Trajian 
about to be submersed. 

 
Image 30: Egypt 1980. The old Philae complex with the Kiosk 
moved to the island of Agilika  

 
Image 31: Indonesia 1964. Statue of Ramses II 
and Kiosk van Traian 

 
Poland played an important role 
among the archaeological teams that 
tried to "save what could be saved" 
when the Nile water started to rise. 
The Polish archaeological mission 
focused on describing a number of 
Nubian churches that would be lost. 
Poland rescued a number of frescos 
from churches dating from the 8th to 
the 11th centuries in the Nubian town 
of Faras that is now under Lake 
Nasser. These Frescos are now 
exhibited in Warsaw - and on a series 
of Polish stamps. (See Image 32) 
Sudan also paid some postal attention 
to frescos in Faras.(See Images 33 and 
34) 
 

                                            (cont’d on pg 8) 
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Image 32 (at right): Poland #1800-7, April 20, 1971. Frescos of 8-11th 
century from the basilica of Faras that is now on the bottom of Lake 
Nasser                                                       
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Image 33 (above & left): Sudan #500-506, 
Jan 25, 1998. 11th century frescos from the 
basilica of Faras 

 

    
Image #34                                                                                       Image #35 

Image 34: Sudan #164-
6, Mar 8, 1964.                               
Frescos from basilica of 
Faras 
 
Image 35: Vatican 
#379, Mar 10, 1964. St 
Peter with his key in a 
pharaonic grave 

 

The Vatican made a unique choice with its stamp issue for the "Save the Nubian Monuments" campaign. It portrayed a 
pharaonic tomb that has since disappeared under water. But in the tomb, surrounded by pharaonic images that, among 
other things, depict the journey to the afterlife, we see an image of St Peter holding the key to the afterlife. (See Image 35) 
 

New Digs 

 
<<  Andorra, French, La Margineda Archaeological Site, issued August 9, 2019 

 
The site opened during the summer of 2012 and intends to show to the visitor, the result of 
six digs that revealed one of the most important mediaeval sites as yet documented in 
Andorra, to the extent that it has been necessary to reconsider some of the essential aspects 
of Andorra’s history. At the same time, it is one of the most outstanding archaeological sites 
on the southern side of the Pyrenees.  A highlight from the different settlement inhabitants 
(up to five periods from the Bronze Age to the end of the 19th century) is a settlement 
dating from the 12- 14th centuries that comprised at least five clustered houses with 
different rooms and spread around public transit spaces or streets. This settlement and the 
many recovered finds thus represent the first preserved example of a living space and show 

what daily life was like in mediaeval Andorra.  Spanning 4,000 square metres, this archaeological complex is located on 
lands belonging to the Cardelus-Mestre family where, thanks to funding from Molines Patrimonis and grants from the 
Andorra Government to restore and preserve the country's cultural heritage, excavations have been under way since 
2007. The Andorra la Vella Council joined in 2012. 
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New Digs 

 

 
Armenia, Historical Capitals - Ani & Yerevan,   May 16, 2019, Scott #1186-7 
 

Ani is a ruined medieval Armenian city 
now situated in Turkey's province of 
Kars, next to the closed border with 
Armenia.  Between 961 and 1045, it was 
the capital of the Bagratid Armenian 
kingdom that covered much of present-
day Armenia and eastern Turkey. Called 
the "City of 1001 Churches", Ani stood 
on various trade routes and its many

religious buildings, palaces, and fortifications were amongst the most technically and artistically advanced structures in 
the world.  At its height, Ani was one of the biggest cities in the world, and its population was probably on the order of 
100,000. Ani was sacked by the Mongols in 1236 and devastated in a 1319 earthquake, after which it was reduced to a 
village and gradually abandoned and largely forgotten by the seventeenth century. Ani is a widely recognized cultural, 
religious, and national heritage symbol for Armenians.  
Yerevan, sometimes spelled Erevan) is the capital and largest city of Armenia as well as one of the world's oldest 
continuously inhabited cities. Situated along the Hrazdan River, Yerevan is the administrative, cultural, and industrial 
center of the country.  The history of Yerevan dates back to the 8th century BC, with the founding of the fortress of 
Erebuni in 782 BC by king Argishti I at the western extreme of the Ararat plain.  Erebuni was "designed as a great 
administrative and religious centre, a fully royal capital." By the late ancient Armenian Kingdom, new capital cities were 
established and Yerevan declined in importance.    During the victorious period of Alexander the Great, and following 
the decline of the Achaemenid Empire, the Orontid rulers of the Armenian Satrapy achieved independence as a result 
of the Battle of Gaugamela in 331 BC, founding the Kingdom of Armenia.  Armenia became a Christian nation in the 
early 4th century, during the reign of the Arsacid king Tiridates III.  

 

    
Republic of China, Jade Articles from the National Palace Museum  
Phosphorescent paper or self-adhesive stamp paper, issued July 5, 2019. 
 

In order to promote the beauty of Chinese 
culture, Chunghwa Post has selected four 
Han dynasty carved jades from the National 
Palace Museum’s collection for a set of four 
stamps. So as to facilitate customers’ use, two 
self-adhesive stamps with the denominations 
of NT$8 and NT$28 in a sheetlet of 50 
pieces respectively will be issued additionally. 

Their designs follow: 
1. Jade Beast, Han dynasty (NT$6): In this work of jade in the round, the beast, which kneels on its hind legs, has wings 
and a tiger’s head. It is baring its teeth and has beard under its chin. It has a curly mane on the back side of its head and 
a long tail. 
2. Jade Seal, Han dynasty (NT$8): This seal was originally part of a Han dynasty jade sword. It was only later that this 
piece of the sword was embedded in a copper square to serve as a seal stamp. A jade in-the-round carving of a bear 
serves as the handle of the stamp. Originally milky white, the jade has turned brown with age.  
3. Jade Camel, Han dynasty (NT$13): The camel sitting on the ground in this Han dynasty in-the-round work of carved 
jade features soft lines. After entering the imperial palace collection during the Qing dynasty, it came to be used as a rest 
for calligraphy brushes. The camel’s belly bears an inscription of a poem by Emperor Qianlong of the Qing dynasty. 
4. Jade Bixie auspicious beast, Han dynasty (NT$28): This jade was originally white and green in coloration, but it has 
blackened with age. This awe-inspiring supernatural beast has two wings, and it is baring its fangs. Crouching and ready 
to pounce, it seems full of earth-shaking power. 

 

    

Chunghwa Post released Blue and White 
Porcelain postage stamps. Now it is releasing a 
new set of four stamps and a souvenir sheet 
featuring porcelains from the National Palace 
Museum’s collection.  

 (cont’d on next page)

Republic of China (Taiwan) Issued Sept. 9,2019   
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New Digs 

Republic of China (Taiwan) Issued Sept. 9, 2019   
 

 

Souvenir Sheet (NT$ 28): This souvenir sheet 
features “Pilgrim bottle with underglaze blue 
decoration of flowers of the four seasons, 
Yongle reign, Ming dynasty.” The bottle has an 
oblate shape like water bottles from western 
China. One side of the bottle is rounded, while 
the other side is flat. The neck of the bottle is 
decorated with ruyi and cloud patterns. The 
circular bulge in the center is decorated with 
wave motifs. It is surrounded by blooming 
passion flower scrolls that extend toward the 
edge. The blue color is rich and vibrant. There is 
no glaze on the backside. 

The designs follow: 
1- Teapot with decoration of clouds and dragons in underglaze blue, Longqing reign, Ming dynasty (NT$8): The teapot 
features a short neck, a round and large belly, a curved spout and a square handle. The spout and the handle are 
decorated with lingzhi scrolls, the neck with a band of clouds, and the shoulder with twin dragons. Furthermore, on the 
body above a band of lotus petals are four different circular dragons, with patterns of lingzhi and the Buddhist “eight 
treasures” between them. 
2- Tea bowl in underglaze blue with imperial poem San Qing, Qianlong reign, Qing dynasty (NT$12): This cup has a 
flared rim and is entirely painted in underglaze blue. On both the interior and the exterior of the bowl, around the rim 
and near the foot, there are blue ruyi patterns on a white background. Written on the body of the bowl is a poem 
named “San Qing Tea” by Emperor Qianlong. The center of the interior is decorated with plum blossoms, pine trees, 
and Buddha’s hands, which are the three ingredients of the tea (“san qing” means “three cleansing ingredients”).  
3- Teapot with lotus scroll in underglaze blue, Qianlong reign, Qing dynasty (NT$13): This teapot has a round handle 
and is small on top and grows gradually bigger at the bottom, with its belly on the lower portion of the pot. It is 
decorated with flower scrolls in underglaze blue. The knob is painted with a single flower, while the lid is decorated 
with a band of ruyi patterns near the knob and a band of lotus scrolls. There are lines on either side of where the lid fits 
onto the pot. 
4- Teacup in underglaze blue with decoration of gentlemen amid a landscape, Jiajing reign, Ming dynasty (NT$18): The 
cup has a wide rim, round body and short foot. Under the band of scrolls along the rim are two scholars sitting under a 
tree. One is turning his head to enjoy the lotus blossoms, while the other is appreciating the plum blossoms. There are 
also two servant boys. One is holding a musical instrument and the other a book. The bottom of the bowl’s interior is 
decorated with a man gazing at the moon by a lotus pond. 
 

 
Peoples Republic of China, Ancient Towns issued May 19, 2019 

 

 

1- Guangfu (Yongnian, Hebei), top left;  
The area around Guangfu has been typically marshy 
since the earliest historical records. Guangfu itself was 
first settled during the Spring and Autumn Period 
around the 6th century BC. It made up part of Jin 
during the Zhou, and part of Zhao during the Warring 
States Period. Under the Qin, it was organized as part 
of Handan Commandery. 
2- Yangliuqing (Xiqing, Tianjin), top right; 
Yangliuqing in the western suburbs of Tianjin, People's 
Republic of China. Despite its relatively small size, it 
has been named since 2006 in the "famous historical 
and cultural market towns in China".  It  is  best known  

in China for creating nianhua or Yangliuqing nianhua, wood block prints using vivid color schemes to portray 
traditional scenes of children's games often interwoven with auspicious objects.  For more than 400 years, Yangliuqing 
has specialized in the creation of these woodcuts for the New Year. 
 

 (cont’d on next page)
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New Digs 

Peoples Republic of China, Ancient Towns issued May 19, 2019 

3- Furong (Yongshun, Hunan) bottom left 
Furong Ancient Town is a tourist attraction in mountainous northwest Hunan, approximately halfway between the 
popular tourist destinations of Fenghuang County and Zhangjiajie. The town is well known for its scenic location, 
situated on cliffs above a waterfall that falls into the You River. It is an old town with more than two thousand years 
where Tujia Minority people live together. It is one of the best attractions to seek peace and visit classicism and it is also 
the portal of Mengdong River scenic. Furong Town not only has the beautiful natural landscape and rich Tujia ethnic 
folk customs, but also is a perfect place to explore a lot of protected cultural relics and records of Tujia political and 
military history.  
4- Nianbadu (Jiangshan, Zhejiang), bottom right 
Nianbadu is surrounded by Bao'ab Township on the north, Songfeng Township and Tongfan Township of Jiangxi on 
the west, Shuangxikou Township on the east, and Panting Township and Guanlu Township of Fujian on the south. It 
lies at the junction of the three provinces, namely Zhejiang, Jiangxi and Fujian. In 1997 Nianbadu was designated as a 
historic and cultural towns in Zhejiang by the Zhejiang Provincial Government. In 2007 it was inscribed as a historic 
and cultural town in China. 
 

Prague Castle is a castle complex in Prague, Czech Republic, built 
in the 9th century. It is the official office of the President of the 
Czech Republic. The castle was a seat of power for kings of 
Bohemia, Holy Roman emperors, and presidents of 
Czechoslovakia. The Bohemian Crown Jewels are kept within a 
hidden room inside it. The castle is among the most visited tourist 
attractions in Prague.  The history of the castle began in 870 when 
its first walled building, the Church of the Virgin Mary, was built. 
The Basilica of Saint George and the Basilica of St. Vitus were 
founded under the reign of Vratislaus I, Duke of Bohemia and his 
son St. Wenceslas in the first half of the 10th century.  The first 

 
Czech Republic, Prague Castle, issued 2019. 

convent in Bohemia was founded in the castle, next to the church of St. George.  A Romanesque palace was erected 
here during the 12th century. The castle buildings represent virtually every architectural style of the last millennium.  
Prague Castle includes Gothic St Vitus Cathedral, Romanesque Basilica of St. George, a monastery and several palaces, 
gardens and defense towers. Most of the castle areas are open to tourists. The castle houses several museums, including 
the National Gallery collection of Bohemian baroque and mannerism based on the collection of Rudolph II.  
 

 

<< Greenland,  UNESCO World Heritage Site Aasivissuit–Nipisat, issued 2019  
A small, uninhabited island in the Qeqqata municipality in central-western 
Greenland, which is an Inuit Hunting Ground between Ice and Sea,  was 
inscribed as a UNESCO World Heritage site on 30 June 2018.  The island is 
notable for its well preserved Saqqaq culture archaeological site, containing some 
stone artifacts that were previously unknown from the Saqqaq culture.  

The Saqqaq people are not the ancestors of modern Kalaallit people, rather they are related to modern Chukchi and Koryak 
peoples. The site, named after the island, was discovered in 1989 by Finn Kramer, curator of the Sisimiut Museum. It lies 
approximately 50m (160 ft) from the present coastline, situated on raised beaches with a southeastern slope. The area 
elevation ranges between 9 m (30 ft)and 13 m (43 ft) above mean sea level. This part of the island that contains the 
archaeological site, did not show signs of later occupation by Dorset culture or Thule culture. However, it does show signs of 
pre-Dorset, and of Arctic small tool tradition. During the five year evacuation period of 1989-1994, over 70,000 bone 
fragments and approximately 1,000 artifacts were recovered, including 314 tools. 
 

 

<< Hong Kong, World Heritage, Zuojiang Huashan Rock Art Embossed 
Souvenir Sheet, issued 2019  
 

The Zuojiang Huashan Rock Art Cultural Landscape is an extensive 
assembly of historical rock art that were painted on limestone cliff faces in 
Guangxi, southern China over a period of several hundred years at least. 
The paintings are located on the west bank of the Ming River; literally: 
'Bright River', which is a tributary of the Zuo River. The area of the 
paintings is part of the Nonggang Nature Reserve and belongs to the Town 
of Yaoda in Ningming County. On July 15, 2016, Zuojiang Huashan Rock 
Art Cultural Landscape were listed as World Heritage Site. It is the 49th 
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New Digs 

Hong Kong, World Heritage 

World Heritage Site in China. The paintings are believed to be between 1800 and 2500 or between 1600 and 2400 years 
old. The period of their creations hence spans the times from the Warring States period to the late Han Dynasty in the 
history of China. 
 

 

 
 

<<  Israel - Diplomatic Relations with Vatican Joint Issue Souvenir 
Sheet with Round Stamp issued Sept 10, 2019, both are illustrated 
below. 

 
Israel–Vatican Joint Issue, 25 Years of Bilateral Relations –  
St. Peter’s Church, Synagogue, Capernaum 

 
 

“The 25th Anniversary of diplomatic relations between the 
State of Israel and the Holy See is a time for joy as well as 
acknowledgment of the long way we have travelled together 
along a path of reconciliation and friendship. On Dec 30th 
1993, Israel and the Holy See signed in Jerusalem the 
fundamental agreement establishing full diplomatic relations 
between our two states. This unique bonding between the only 
Jewish State and the universal Catholic Church combines both 
political and spiritual elements. The special Joint Stamp issued 
by the Israel Philatelic Service and the Holy See Numismatic 
Service to commemorate the 25th anniversary depicts St. Peter’s 
Church and the synagogue at Capernaum and symbolizes the 
unique relations and interaction between Judaism and 
Christianity.  As we mark the 25th anniversary of diplomatic 
relations, we acknowledge with deep satisfaction all that we 
have achieved. We especially recall the three official visits to the 
State of Israel of all three popes who have served since the 
establishment of our relations. The visits included impressive 
moments at the Western Wall, Yad Vashem and laying a wreath 
by Pope Francis at the tomb of Benjamin Zeev Herzl the 
founder of Zionism. Reciprocal visits to the Vatican were paid 
by all Israeli heads of state and Prime Ministers.Our 
achievements should be a starting point to encourage continued 
joint work to bring these relations to even further heights of 
friendship, dialogue and mutual understanding.” 
Oren David,  Ambassador of Israel to the Holy See 

 

 
Above are both s/s issued Sept 10, 2019 
Aerial photo of Capernaum courtesy of Wikimedia,  
Photo of St. Peter’s Church on the round stamp 

 

Capernaum is an archeological site on the Sea of Galilee shore, north of Tiberias. A town from the Roman Byzantine period 
which was mentioned in a book by the ancient Jewish historian Josephus (Yosef ben Matityahu) was excavated at the site. 
Capernaum’s historical and religious significance stems from what is written about it in the New Testament, and the fact that 
this was where Jesus lived during his time in the Galilee. One of the most magnificent ancient synagogues in Eretz Israel was 
discovered in the center of the town, alongside the remnants of an octagonal church from the Byzantine period. The Gospel 
of Mark features a description of how Jesus began his religious mission after being baptized in the Jordan River. He went 
northward to the Galilee, where he located his first students, fishermen in the Sea of Galilee. Together with these students, he 
made his way to the nearby town of Capernaum, where some of them lived. “They went to Capernaum, and when the 
Sabbath came, Jesus went into the synagogue and began to teach” (Mark 1:21). This was the first time Jesus had appeared 
before the Jewish public in the Galilee. He was revealed to be an authoritative Halachic teacher and also miraculously healed 
a man who was overtaken by a demon. At the end of the prayers, Jesus and his students “left the synagogue and went to the  
home of Simon and Andrew” (Mark 1:29), where Jesus healed Simon’s mother-in-law of her fever. “That evening after 
sunset... The whole town gathered at the door and Jesus healed many who had various diseases” (Mark 1:32-34). During the  
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Israel–Vatican Joint Issue, 
Byzantine period a grand church was built to mark the place where Simon the student’s house was traditionally thought to 
have been. In 1990, a modern church was constructed on the ruins of the Byzantine church, which was discovered in the 
early 20th century, hovering over the ancient remains. The church and the synagogue, which are currently overseen by the 
Franciscan order, attract tourists and Christian pilgrims from all around the world. 
 

 
Hungary, the Sevso Treasure, issued July 8, 2019 
 

The Sevso treasure is one of the most important finds 
of late Roman silver. Magyar Posta issued a stamp of 
the first seven pieces of the treasure in 2014. Another 
seven objects repatriated in the second phase are 
shown on the souvenir sheet issued July 8, 2019. The 
sheet was designed by the graphic artist Imre Benedek 
and 44,000 perforated and 6,000 imperforated copies 
were produced of it by the banknote printing company 
Pénzjegynyomda.   The pieces of the Sevso treasure are 
characteristic accessories of a dining set for feasts.  
Most of the artifacts are decorated with reliefs 
depicting mythological figures and stories. The seven 
objects shown on the souvenir sheet are the Achilles 

Plate, the Meleager Plate, an amphora, an animal ewer, and the Hippolytus set, consisting of an ewer and a pair of 
situlae, or buckets for carrying water.  The silver artifacts on the souvenir sheet are enhanced by the use of diffraction 
film and embossed printing. The most famous silver gilt piece lending its name to the whole hoard of the Sevso 
Treasure, the Hunting Plate, has a Latin inscription in verse surrounding the scenes in its central roundel. This applies 
to all the artifacts in the set and can be seen under ultraviolet light. It reads: “HEC SEVSO TIBI DVRENT PER 
SAECVLA MVLTA / POSTERIS VT PROSINT VASCVLA DIGNA TVIS”. The stamp set includes a red-
numbered, imperforated edition alongside the standard black-numbered souvenir sheet. 
 

 
Ireland, History in 100 Objects, Part 4, Self-adhesive pairs. 

 
Ireland,  Ninth Definitive Series - A History of Ireland in 100 Objects Phase III,  
2 new stamps issued Jan 31, 2019 

 

Ninth Definitive Series 'A History 
of Ireland in 100 Objects' - Phase 
III 
A History of Ireland in 100 
Objects was a joint project by The 
Irish Times, the National Museum 
of Ireland, and the Royal Irish 
Academy to define one hundred 
archaeological or cultural objects 
that are important in the history of 
Ireland. The objects are single 
man-made artifacts or documents, 
excluding buildings, ranging in date 
from about 5,000 BC (Mesolithic) 
to the early 21st century. Most of 
the objects are held in accessible 
collections in the Republic of 
Ireland or Northern Ireland.  
Details of the hundred objects, 
written by Irish Times journalist 
Fintan O'Toole, were initially 

serialized in The Irish Times between February 2011 and January 2013. In February 2013 a book about the hundred 
objects written by O'Toole, entitled A History of Ireland in 100 Objects, was published, and it quickly became a best-seller 
with 35,000 free downloads. In January 2017 An Post announced that a selection of the 100 objects would form the 
subjects for the 9th definitive postage stamp series for Ireland, to be issued over a period of five or six years from 2017. 
The first set of stamps featuring twelve of the objects were issued in January 2017, consisting of eight different SOAR 
(Stamps on a Roll) stamps with various values (€0.05 to €7.50), a range coil stamps, and a national (N) and an 
international (W) rate stamp booklet. 
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Jordan,  Jerusalem, Capital of Palestine Souvenir Sheet,        Jordan, Heritage Landmarks Sheetlet of 10 different 
issued June 16, 2019                                                             issued August 8, 2019 
 

       
 

     
Jordan, New 7 Wonders of the World, issued July 8, 2019 

 

Jordan Post has presented new 
issues of commemorative stamps for 
the year 2019 for sale to the public 
on July 8, 2019.  The issued stamps 
include the New Wonders of the 
World issue which consists of seven 
stamps, each stamp with the value of 
40 piasters.   

 

   
Luxembourg, Princely Treasures; Modern Sculptures made in style of 
Antiquities, issued Sept 2, 2019, designed by Silvia Ruppen, Mauren  
 

With bronze sculptures from the collections of 
the Prince of Liechtenstein, Philately 
Liechtenstein is continuing its popular multi-
part series "Princely Treasures". The three 
objects by Italian sculptor Pier Jacopo Alari-
Bonacolsi (c. 1455 to 1528) each fit on a 
miniature sheet of nine stamps. The artist, 
known by his nickname Antico, saw his life's 
work as being the revival and preservation of 
the sculptural art of antiquity. He recreated the 
compositions of famous classical statues in 
numerous exceptionally detailed works.  

 

The "Bust of a Young Man" (face value: CHF 1.40) is a bronze figure about 56 centimetres high, which Antico created 
in around 1520, two distinct characteristics of which are the oil gilding and the silver inlay for the white of the young 
man's eyes.  "Hercules with a Lion’s Skin" (face value: CHF 1.70) was created in around 1500 and represents the Greek 
hero known for his strength in a partially gilded, approx. 35 centimetre high statuette.  Only slightly larger is the 
"Equestrian Statue of Marc Aurel" (face value: CHF 2.20), the fire-gilded parts of which highlight the rider’s hair and 
coat. 
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Mozambique,  Prehistoric Humans Sheetlet of 4 Different  plus Souvenir Sheet of 1.  Issued February 10, 2019. 
 

 
Russian archaeology begins in the Russian Empire in the 1850s and 
becomes Soviet archaeology in the early 20th century. with the 
journal  Sovetskaya Arkheologiia  having been published since 1957. These 
discoveries by Russian archeologists have been major contributions to 
mankind’s scientific and cultural heritage. The items found range from 
the world's oldest wooden sculpture to the extraordinary golden 
treasures of the nomadic Scythians to today’s study of the Denisovans.  
The treasures and ancient mysteries of Russia provide evidence of vital 
stages in not only human evolution, but the very origins of life on planet 
earth.  

 

 
Russian Federation, 100th Anniversary of  
Russian Academic Archaeology, issued Aug 
26, 2019 

 
Turkey, Kastamonu Culture Capital, 
issued 2018. 
 

The city is believed to have been founded in the 18th century BC. The town 
was known as Timonion during the Roman period. The change of name of 
the town dates to the 10th century AD.  Manuel Erotikos Komnenos, a 
Thracian soldier who became a prominent general and the father of the 
Byzantine emperor Isaac I Komnenos, was given lands around Kastamonu 
by Emperor Basil II and built a fortress there named Kastra Komnenon. 
Manuel came to the notice of Basil II because of his defense of Nicaea in 
978 against the rebel Bardas Skleros. The name Kastra Komnenon was 
shortened to Kastamone, and later Turkified to Kastamoni and Kastamonu. 
Ibn Battuta visited the city, noting it as "one of the largest and finest cities, 
where commodities are abundant and prices low." He stayed there forty 
days.  The Dress Code Revolution started at Kastamonu by Atatürk on

August 23, 1925. Atatürk made his historical speech concerning about the "Hat and Dress Revolution" in 1925 at his 
visit to Kastamonu at Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi building. The building is now used as Archeological Museum. The 
materials used by Atatürk in his Kastamonu visit are also exhibited in the museum.  
 

Archaeology Today  

Early Bronze Age City Was the ‘New York’ of the Southern Levant 
By Brigit Katz, smithsonian.com, October 10, 2019 
Experts say that En Esur, located in modern-day Israel, was a large and cosmopolitan city.  In the 1950s, archaeologists 
in Israel identified an ancient settlement along the country’s northern coast. Over the following decades, small-scale 
digs continued there. Experts could tell the find was significant, but they were not sure of the site’s “size or magnitude,” 

(cont’d next pg) 
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Archaeology Today  

Early Bronze Age City Was the ‘New York’ of the Southern Levant    (cont’d) 
Yitzhak Paz, a director of excavation with the Israel Antiquities Authority (IAA), tells Amanda Borschel-Dan of the 
Times of Israel.  It was only in 2017, when the IAA launched a large excavation ahead of planned road construction in the 
area, that archaeologists realized just how big, and how important, the site is. Known as En Esur, the 5,000-year-old 

settlement is the region’s “largest and oldest” early Bronze Age city. 

 

En Esur was carefully planned, with residential and public areas, silos for 
food storage and a network of streets that had been covered with stone and 
plaster for protection during the rainy season, reports Ariel David of Haaretz. 
The city was protected by a fortification wall, and a cemetery sat outside the 
city boundaries. Pottery found at the site came from as far afield as Egypt 
and the Jordan Valley, indicating the En Esur was involved in trade.  “You 
really have the complete package of early urbanized settlements,” IAA archa- 

eologist Itai Elad told David. An estimated 6,000 people lived in En Esur, which spanned some 160 acres. That is not 
particularly large compared to the cities that were forming in Egypt and Mesopotamia at the time, but it is unusually big 
for the Southern Levant. En Esur, for instance, was more than 10 times larger than Jericho, one of the region’s famed 
ancient cities. “There is no doubt that this site dramatically changes what we know about the character of the period 
and the beginning of urbanization in Israel,” the IAA said in a statement, also noting that En Esur was “the Early 
Bronze Age New York of our region: a cosmopolitan and planned city where thousands of inhabitants lived.” 
 

4,000-Year-Old Mummies Showed Early Signs of Heart Disease 
By Mindy Weisberger, Live Science, Oct 14, 2019     

Scientists used near-infrared spectroscopy to spot telltale lesions in 
mummies' arteries.  Four-thousand-year-old mummies have cholesterol 
buildup in their arteries, suggesting that heart disease was likely more 
common in ancient times than once thought, according to a new study.  
Prior studies have examined arterial calcium accumulation in mummified 
human hearts and arteries using dissection and X-ray computed 
tomography (CT) scanning. But these studies showed damage that only  
occurs in the later stages of heart disease and presents an incomplete picture of how widespread heart disease risk may 
have been thousands of years ago.   Now, researchers have analyzed arteries from five ancient mummies from South 
America and ancient Egypt, detecting an earlier stage of atherosclerosis — when plaque collects on artery walls and 
restricts blood flow.  
 

Egypt Opens Its ‘Bent Pyramid’ for the First Time in More Than 50 Years 
By Brigit Katz ,  smithsonian.com,  July 17, 2019 
At the necropolis of Dahshūr, an ancient Egyptian burial site on the west bank of the Nile, stands an odd-looking 
pyramid dating back some 4,600 years. Known as the “Bent Pyramid” because it boasts a peculiar double slope, the 
structure represents a pivotal moment in Egypt’s architectural history, when the ancients were transitioning to the 
straight-sided pyramids that are iconic today.  The Bent Pyramid has not been accessible to the public since 1965. 
During the intervening decades, the 331-foot-tall structure underwent much-needed restoration work; experts fixed up 
internal and external stairs, added a lighting network and repaired stone work in the corridors and chambers.  Thanks to 
their efforts, tourists can now enter a raised entrance on the newly reopened pyramid’s northern side, climb down an 
86-yard tunnel and explore two chambers.  Sneferu, a pharaoh who ruled over Egypt in the 25th century BC, 
commissioned the pyramid, which was the first to be built at Dahshūr.  It appears “bent” because its slope changes at 
the mid-way point; the lower part of the pyramid was built at an angle of 54 degrees, but the top part clocks in at an 
angle of 43 degrees.  Mostafa Waziri, secretary general of Egypt’s Supreme Council of Antiquities, says that the 
architectural direction shifted because cracks began to appear in the structure, indicating that it was unstable. The Bent 
Pyramid may represent one step in Sneferu’s journey to find the perfect pyramid formula.  Salima Ikram, an 
Egyptologist with the American University in Cairo, tells Robyn Bresnahan for the CBC that the pharaoh had four 
pyramids built on his behalf; while it’s not entirely clear why, experts think he “might have been trying to get it right,” 
Ikram says.  The first was constructed at the site of Meidum, and it was originally a stepped pyramid—but, according to 
Encyclopedia Britannica, Sneferu later ordered that the structure be modified to form a “true,” or smooth-sided pyramid. 
The Meidum pyramid, however, “had a really acute angle and didn't work out so well,” Ikram explains.  Next, Sneferu 
turned his attention to the Bent Pyramid at Dahshūr, which represented the first attempt to build a true pyramid from 
scratch, but which also ran into problems. According to Ikram, Sneferu subsequently built a third, smaller pyramid, with  
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Archaeology Today  

Egypt Opens Its ‘Bent Pyramid’ for the First Time in More Than 50 Years     (cont’d) 
his efforts finally culminating in the Red Pyramid at Dahshūr—a red limestone structure with smooth sides and a 43- 
degree angle. This pyramid, Ikram says, “was perfect.”  Experts don’t know where Sneferu was ultimately buried. 
“Maybe in this [Bent] pyramid, who knows?” says Mohamed Shiha, director of the Dahshur site. Khaled al-Anani, 
Egypt’s Minister of Antiquities, also announced that archaeological work near the Dahshūr pyramids had unearthed 
masks, tools and coffins, some of which contained well-preserved mummies.  Egypt has been working hard to promote 
its wealth of archaeological heritage in recent years, part of an effort to boost tourism to the country, which dipped 
after the 2011 uprising.  “They’re opening up new sites that have never been opened properly for tourists before,” 
Ikram says. “Apart from a few archeologists, no one’s really been in there for the past 80 to 90 years. So it really is quite 
something.” 
 

Archaeologists Uncover Evidence of an Ancient High-Altitude Human Dwelling 
By Brigit Katz, smithsonian.com, August 9, 2019  
A trove of artifacts have surfaced in Ethiopia’s Bale Mountains, at a rocky site more than 11,000 feet above sea level.  
Life in high-altitude mountains can be rough. Resources are scarce, the weather can be extreme and oxygen levels hover 
at angerously low levels. Archaeologists have thus assumed that towering mountains and plateaus were among the last 
places to be populated by ancient humans. But a new study suggests that this assumption could be wrong.  Published in 
the journal Science, the research details a remarkable discovery in Ethiopia’s Bale Mountains at a site located more than 
11,000 feet above sea level. There, a team of experts unearthed a trove of artifacts, among them stone tools, clay 
fragments, burnt animal bones and a glass bead, indicating that people had lived there as early as 47,000 years ago. 
These finds, according to the study, represent “the earliest evidence of a prehistoric high-altitude [human] residential 
site.”  For decades, paleoanthropologists have been concentrating their attention on lower-altitude locations. “We were 

simply the first to go higher,” Go tz Ossendorf, an archaeologist at the University of Cologne and lead author of the 
new study.  But reaching Fincha Habera, as the site of the new discovery is known, was no mean feat. The research 
team had to trek more than 700 miles on foot and by pack horse to get to the site. At Fincha Havera; one of more than 
300 elevated rock shelters that the researchers investigated, they quickly dug up signs of ancient human occupation. 
Crucial to their discovery were the remnants of hearths, which provided charcoal that could be dated to between 47,000 
and 31,000 years ago. The new findings are not, however, the first clue that our ancestors ventured to high altitudes 
earlier than experts once thought. Earlier this year, for instance, scientists reported the jawbone of a Denisovan, an 
extinct hominin species that was discovered in a cave some 10,700 feet above sea level in China. The specimen was 
dated to around 160,000 years ago. Also significant was the discovery of stone tools high on the Tibetan Plateau, with 
the relics dating between 30 and 40 thousand years ago. But the Fincha Habera finds offer unusually robust evidence of 
humans actually living at high altitudes. 
The settlement was probably not a permanent one. “Prehistoric humans at that time were mobile hunter-gatherers, so 
they never stayed sedentary at a single site,” Ossendorf said. But, Ossendorf notes, the evidence suggests that 
prehistoric people “spent considerable amounts of time” at the site. In fact, Fincha Havera was repeatedly populated by 
humans; the team’s analysis shows that around 10,000 years ago, a second group moved into the site, increasingly using 
it as a hearth. In spite of the challenges of high-altitude living, Fincha Havera’s ancient occupants may have seen it as 
prime real estate. They inhabited the site during the Last Glacial Maximum, when much of the Bale Mountains were 
covered with ice but Fincha Havera was located beyond the icy region. Melting glaciers would have offered an ample 
supply of water, perhaps more than could have been found in lower and drier valleys. Food seems to have been 
plentiful as the researchers found “abundant burnt bones, mostly of giant mole-rats,” the study authors write, suggest-
ing the site’s inhabitants were roasting rodents for meals. They also seemed to have been using nearby obsidian 
outcrops to make their tools.  The researchers plan to return to Fincha Havera for additional excavations. Ideally, they 
would like to find the bones of the humans who lived there, even more ideally bones with extractable DNA. Such a find 
could help scientists learn more about how ancient humans adapted to high altitudes and whether those adaptations 
have been inherited by mountain-dwelling peoples of the present day. 
 

Cleopatra May Have Once Smelled Like This Recreated Perfume 
By Jason Daley, smithsonian.com, August 9, 2019  

Cleopatra VII, the last ruler of Egypt before the Romans took power, has been described as both beautiful and not so 
beautiful in ancient histories. The coins and busts produced of her seem to be a mixed bag as well. But while we may 
never really know what she looked like, archaeologists may have figured out what she smelled like. That’s right—a team 
of experts recently re-created ancient Egypt’s most sought after perfumes, which may have been worn by the tragic 
monarch.  The idea of recreating Eau de Ancient Egypt was dreamed up by Robert Littman and Jay Silverstein of the 
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Cleopatra May Have Once Smelled Like This Recreated Perfume   (cont’d) 
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa. For years, the archaeologists headed digs at a site called Tell-El Timai, which in ancient 
times was known as the city of Thmuis. It was also home to two of the most well-known perfumes in the ancient world, 
Mendesian and Metopian. Back in 2012, the archaeologists uncovered what was believed to be the home of a perfume 
merchant, which included an area for manufacturing some sort of liquid as well as amphora and glass bottles with 
residue in them. While the bottles did not smell, chemical analysis of the sludge did reveal some of the ingredients. The 
researchers took their findings to two experts on Egyptian perfume, Dora Goldsmith and Sean Coughlin, who helped 
to recreate the scents following formulas found in ancient Greek texts. The basis of both of the recreated scents is 
myrrh, a resin extracted from a thorny tree native to the Horn of Africa and Arabian Peninsula. Ingredients including 
cardamom, olive oil and cinnamon were added to produce the ancient perfumes, which were, in general, much thicker 
and stickier than the stuff we spritz on today. In turn, the perfumes produced strong, spicy, faintly musky scents that 
tended to linger longer than modern fragrances.  “What a thrill it is to smell a perfume that no one has smelled for 
2,000 years and one which Cleopatra might have worn,” Littman says in a university press release. It's up in the air 
whether Cleopatra really would have worn the same scent. It’s believed she had her own perfume factory and created 
signature scents instead of wearing what would be the relative equivalent of putting on a store-bought brand. There’s 
even a legend floating around claiming she doused the sails of her royal ship in so much scent that Marc Antony could 
smell her coming all the way on shore when she visited him at Tarsus.  Even if Cleopatra didn’t wear the stuff, it’s likely 
the elite in the ancient world did wear something that smells similar to the recreated perfumes.  
 

Turkey Is Moving Forward With Plans to Flood a 10,000-Year-Old City 
By Brigit Katz,  smithsonian.com,  September 12, 2019  

The ancient city of Hasankeyf, which sits on the banks of the Tigris River in southeastern Turkey, is believed to be one 
of the world’s oldest continuously inhabited settlements, with a human history stretching back some 10,000 years. 
Neolithic peoples carved caves into cliff sides, and Hasankeyf’s modern inhabitants continue to live in those dwellings 
today. Romans, Byzan-tines, Mongols and Arabs have all left their mark on the city. But within the next few weeks, this 
precious historic site could disappear forever, submerged under water as part of a controversial dam project. Plans for 
the Ilusi dam have been in the works for decades—as have bitter efforts to put a stop to it. The project was first 
devised in the 1950s, but due to legal battles, only broke ground in 2006. The dam is slated to irrigate the surrounding 
area and fuel a power plant, which will in turn generate 4,200 gigawatts of electricity for Turkey each year.  Late last 
month the governor of the region announced that Hasankeyf will be cordoned off on Oct. 8, signalling that officials are 
intending to move forward with their plan to flood the ancient city. Proponents maintain that the dam will foster local 
development and create jobs. But horrified opponents say that project comes at an intolerable cost.  Among 
Hasankeyf’s treasures are a 13th century palace of the Artuqid dynasty, a 15th century mosque and the ruins of a 
Byzantine citadel. Eight monuments, among them half of a Roman city gate and the hulking Zeynel Bey Mausoleum 
have been relocated to safer ground at a plain some two miles away from Hasankeyf. But the rest of the city, with all its 
rich history, will be inundated. Only the citadel will peek up from above the water.  “It’s not just our story,” Ridvan 
Ayhan, a member of the Initiative to Keep Hasankeyf Alive, tells Tessa Fox of the Guardian, “it’s also your story, 
because it’s the human story.” Among other measures, activists have tried to obtain UNESCO heritage status for the 
city, but to no avail. “UNESCO said the culture ministry has to apply for it,” Ayhan says. “We wrote to the ministry but 
no answer. It’s their duty but they didn’t do anything.” Successive legal battles have also proved fruitless, with the 
European Court of Human Rights ultimately deeming the case inadmissible earlier this year. It’s not just Hasankeyf that 
is affected by the new dam; 199 settlements in total will be impacted, and thousands of people are being forced to leave 
their homes. The government has built a new town with 710 homes for the displaced, but many residents do not want 
to resettle.  “I need to start all over again,” Firat Argun, whose ancestors have lived in Hasankeyf for 300 years said,“I 
feel like I have just arrived in this world. I don't know if it is going to be good or bad." Then there are the ecological 
threats. As Smithsonian reported in 2009, the dam project will put hundreds of species at risk. Some are vulnerable or 

endangered, including the Euphrates softshell turtle and the red‐wattled lapwing, according to the Guardian’s Constanze 
Letsch. Though time seems to be running out for Hasankeyf and its environs, activists are not giving up hope.  
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